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 Title Comment Marks 
1 

Spring of Blue 

The title works well and the image is indeed evocative of spring. The main problem for me is there is nothing to focus on. Because 
there are a wide range of lights and darks all over the image. I find my eye darting all over it with nowhere to settle. Next time try to 
focus in on one small area of detail and see how you get on.  

10 

2 

Storm Force 

I think B & W was a good choice for this image, it seems to enhance its strength. There are a good range of lights, darks and greys with 
no blown out highlights that I could spot. In terms of improving the image I think I’d simplify it further by removing all people apart 
from the three on the right, remove the cable coming from the building and the two posts of the left of the image. Having said the 
image works well as it is. Well done.  

16.5 

3 

Canary Walk  

I think you need to consider how you title images  - esp if there is a theme.  You seem to have achieved a level of sharpness on both 
roses but for me, I’d prefer to see you focus on one of the flowers and use an aperture setting like f5.6 to throw the background out of 
focus. Try going back at a time of day when the light isn’t so harsh, it’s a bit bright.  

11 

4 
Creamy Fungi 
Amongst the Green 

I like the position of the fungi in the frame but it could be strengthened by cropping more off the right-hand side and the bottom 
creating more of a letterbox shape. You could also have done a little tidying up around the fungi on site because there quite a few 
distracting twigs, grasses and flowers. Good effort.  

13 

5 

Angry in Pink  

For me, this image is right up my street and the kind of thing that attracts me But I feel there’s just too much going on.  I am going to 
guess you are using green at the top and bottom of the image to act as a frame but, for me, you could lose it. That would then leave 
you with what I think are two images. Try this, once you’ve removed the green top and bottom, draw a line between the two blocked 
in windows. The image on the left could be “Blue Door”. With the image you have left, crop the right-hand side losing the two windows 
and the letters “eign”. Now you have Angry Pink! Both images could stand having even more detail pulled out by sliding the clarity 
button up.  See what you think but for me, less is more.  

12 

6 

Golden Cranes 

Well whoever took this knows what they’re doing don’t they? You’ve used an aperture that keeps everything in focus and creates that 
lovely star shape on the lights (I guess f16 or above). You’ve used a tripod with a long exposure which is how you’ve achieved the 
smooth water and kept the movement in the clouds. I think the movement in the clouds is really important in this image. My only 
suggestion for improvement would be to darken down the light reflections in the bottom right hand corner of the image. Great work.  

17 

7 

Purple Rain 

There’s great sharpness on the Poppy and the raindrops are lovely and sharp too. Colour popping tends to divide and people tend to 
love it or hate it but I think it was a good choice for this image. The blurred background and bright pink leaves of the Poppy keep my 
eye where it needs to be, on the Poppy. One suggestion from  me would be to remove the looping stem on the bottom right and 
darken the bottom to increase the simplicity further. I’d also like to see it in a square frame? 

13 

8 

Black Knight to Red 
Dragon 

I’m afraid that there isn’t enough sharpness in this image. The colours work nicely with the gold, red and blue really standing out nicely. 
I don’t think that space on left is helping the image and a square frame would be better. It’s great that horse is looking directly at you 
and the horse becomes where my eye is drawn to which is a challenge to the title isn’t it? The other issue for me is the weapon that is 
obscuring the helmet which I think I’d like to see in full.  

11 



9 

Wye Valley Greenery 

I like the river leading me through the image and the sharpness from front to back. I also like the buildings that take to you through the 
image too and the canoeist on the river. I think the strength of the image is this level of detail. However, it is now it’s what judges like 
to call a “record shot” and I think that’s to do with when this was taken which looks like midday. Early morning or early evening would 
no doubt give you the opportunity to the shoot image in more atmospheric light.  

12 

10 

Sweet Chestnut 

I wasn’t sure about this when I first saw it but coming back to it, I like it more. I like the backlighting and the new black shapes that 
creates. You have got some brightly lit spots where you’ve lost some detail but that should be easy to deal with by taking the highlights 
down where it’s happening. What would improve it for me would be to lose the top third of the image. That would simplify it and give 
you a nice diagonal from left to right with the edges of the leaves.  

12 

11 

Apollo 

This image doesn’t really work for me in B & W. It needs colour to help you understand what you’re looking at. The mainly black and 
grey is not dynamic enough and needs more contrast. As a general rule of thumb, nature images are better in colour unless you are 
confident about the mono effect – and invariably a simple image proves more effective.   

10 

12 

My Purple-eyed 
Visitor 

I think this is a fabulous contemporary nature image. I love the muted colour palette and level of detail on the hover fly is great (I hope 
it’s a hover fly!). It seems sharp from left to right. In terms of potential improvement, you could remove the “fastening” on the far side 
of the glass the fly is standing on. There’s something not looking quite right about the nearside of the glass as there are a couple of 
areas that don’t line up. I also like the reflection of the underside of the fly in the glass.  

16 

13 

Spot the Lizard 

I can see the lizard but (despite the humour) it’s not enough of a feature to warrant the title in my opinion, and the crop just does not 
work for me as there’s no obvious focal point in the image.  I really want to see the (some) animals facing me and some separation 
between them. As I said before, colour popping divides people and for me, it just doesn’t work in this image. I’m sorry.  

10 

14 Gazania: Sunflower 
is not the only 
Yellow 

Lovely sharp detail and lovely contrast in the centre of the flower. I really like the composition but if you wanted to try an alternative 
you could try less of the centre and more of the petals. It’s exposed very well with detail kept in every part of the image. You have one 
or two spots that could cleaned up if you want to go for perfection! Very good work.  

15 

15 

Marbled White 

The Marbled White and grass head it’s sitting on are beautifully sharp but are just too dark for me. In fairness I think this applies more 
to the grass head than the Marbled White. The diffused background is lovely but I think I’d prefer to lose some of the top of the image 
and the left hand side. For me this would emphasise the diagonal more and make better use of the “negative space”. In spite of what 
I’ve said, a very good image.  

14 

16 

Pink Flamingo 

With this image I’m not quite sure where I should be looking, the bird at the bottom or the bird in the middle of the image. What you 
have captured but may not have spotted, is the pattern of circles on the right-hand side - so next time, perhaps look for unusual 
patterns or go for a more abstract detail shot.  Overall it lacks some sharpness but a good try.  

10 

17 

Pretty in Pink  

This has a great deal of subtlety about it. The hills act a base for the image and the peak a focal point to rest the eye. At the moment 
you can’t make a choice but to me, this is crying out to be printed on art paper and it will come in to its own and would do very well 
against other images in those circumstances.  

14 

18 
Dead Centre in 
Infrared 

The gravestones are nicely framed by the wall and branches and leaves of the trees above. I’m not convinced infrared was the best 
choice as it’s produced lots of bright white leaves which are taking my eye. You may be able to create more atmosphere with B & W. 
Give it a go and see what you think.  

11 

19 

Blue Hour 

I love this image. Everything works for me; the position of the tree leading me in from the bottom left, the long exposure creating a 
lead into the centre of the image from the clouds, the colour blue, the lights showing signs of life. The centred tree strengthens the 
image even further for me. Excellent.  

20  



20 
Networking  

I think this works really well as a B & W image. Everywhere is sharp, there’s great contrast and title works very well with the image. The 
use diagonals is great and the backlighting and layers of leaves creates great shapes. Brilliant work.  

17.5 

21 
City in the Pink  

The exposure on the buildings has been handled really well but I find this a bit “overdone” for my taste. I really like the tones and 
colour palette overall but I find the dark wall on the right too dominating and distracting.  

11 

22 
The Colour Purple  

I really like to use diagonals in this image. The exposure is spot on with all detail clear to see in the sharp flower and no blown out 
areas. The insect (whatever it is!) is a great touch. Great work.  

12 

23 
Grey Squirrel: 
Sheltering from Rain 

I love squirrels both grey and red!  Controversial I know! The main issue for me is it isn’t quite sharp enough even though the 
background is nice and soft suggesting a good choice of aperture.  Also, if you’re going to reference something like rain in the title, 
there needs to be stronger evidence of it. Keep going and try next time to capture the squirrel in a more natural habitat.  

11 

24 

Evening Storm Over 
Caradoc 

This is a strong moody image but I’m finding the tree competing for my attention with the lovely light on the hills and the great shapes 
in the clouds. There looks to be some blown out/over bright areas of cloud so watch that as it can be distracting.  The beam of light is a 
good enough focal point rather then the tree and because the tree is quite bright, it takes my eye and your title suggests the storm 
over Caradoc should be the focus.  

14 

25 

Royal Albert Bridge 

You were right to add the black border to help distinguish where the image starts. I’m not a massive fan of light vignettes and for me it 
would work better if you lost the top and bottom white areas and used the bridge as a frame for looking beyond it. I’m afraid overall 
it’s a bit flat and needs a little more contrast.  

10 

26 

Emerald Invader 

Wow, the colours work really well on this. I love the contrast of green and yellow with a bit of blue and white thrown in for good 
measure. I really like the choice of aperture which has thrown everything out of focus apart form the head and eyes. I like the 
composition and I think it’s a very creative nature shot. Only one suggestion from me; replace the black splodge with another seed 
head!   

19 

27 

Popping up Red 

I wasn’t sure about this at first but I like being taken through the out of focus crop into the sharp section of Poppies. I’m not convinced 
you need the top half of the image though and it would be worth experimenting with your aperture setting to see if you can get the 
crops at the front even more out of focus. Good effort. 

14 

28 
Study in 
Concentration 

What a great candid shot. You’ve really exaggerated the texture of her face (although I’m sure the cigarettes help too!). The vignette 
has been subtly applied to make sure I go straight to her face. The background works really well and it gives me a sense of place as 
does the cigarette. The contrast is great and I can still see most of detail in her hair and B & W was a good choice. Excellent work.  

17 

29 
Demoiselle 
Damselfly 

I’m afraid this isn’t sharp enough. As a nature picture it would be better in colour and having the Damselfly more on a diagonal and 
losing a good chunk of the right of the image would help the composition. What I do like, is the way you’ve seen the shadow on the 
leaf. Keep up the good work with that kind of “seeing”.  

10 

30 Crocus in Light and 
Shade 

A very nice B & W study that would work just as well colour I think. There’s a lovely amount of detail with no blown out or black areas 
in the flower. The rim of light on the back three petals gives me a nice separation from the background.  

14 

31 
Colour Magnet  

I’m afraid I don’t understand the link between the title and the image again. I also think there’s a bit too much going on and it would 
benefit from more of a close up of the Bee on the flower.  

10 

32 
Reflecting on Green 

This is a nice “Monet esque” abstract with the ripple well placed in the top right and more or less on the third. I think I’d prefer it to be 
square though. Very nice subtle colour palette.  

13 

33 Almost Black and 
White  

It’s great image of the foal with its parent and they are both nice and sharp but for me I would like to see two things; more of the 
environment and for it to be either in colour or in B & W.  

11 



34 
A Study in black and 
White 

I can see why you took this but for me there’s too much contrast. There are lots of white and black spots which means you lose the 
detail on both. What could improve it is to use an aperture setting like f16 to create star shapes in the light bursts and that would act as 
a focal point.  

12 

35 

Azure Damsels 

This is a good effort you should keep working on. For me there isn’t enough sharpness on either Damsel and I think you do need that 
here. It might be stronger if you lost some of the left side of the image and toned down the brightness of the out of focus reed in the 
background.   Hint: squint to see what stands out that you don’t want to!      

12 

36 

Boy with a Green 
Balloon 

This a great action shot with a nice fast shutter speed to enable all the detail in the water to jump out at me. The backlighting provides 
a nice line of light around the boy to make him stand out and you’ve kept him almost in shadow which also helps him stand out. The 
balloon is a great focal point. I might be tempted to lose some off the bottom of the image as I’m not sure it’s adding much. More of a 
letterbox crop would create the illusion of him having more space to move in to. Great job.  

15 

37 

Cathedral Colour 

This is a great abstract. I find it mesmerising. I love the deliberate choice to have the windows out of focus because you’ve created such  
a glow of colour. I like the use of the top of the window to create a curve and like the windows that are only half in on the left and right 
of the image. My only question is whether it would be improved by the removal of the light blue circles at the bottom of the image. For 
me, the two soft orange and purple circles of light are enough.  

18 

38 

Greens Leaves 

A nice play on words with your title unless it’s typo of course! You’ve done very well to keep detail in the dark areas of the leaves and I 
think that was a good decision. For me it’s over stylised but I can see the attraction of it and I can see people buying to put on a wall. 
Keep experimenting.  

12 

    

 


